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Commodity Outlook
Grains & Oilseeds

Reduced local new season supply prospects, coupled with international wheat price rallies, pushed local wheat
prices up 10% in June.

Dairy

The season of transition begins.

Beef

Dry conditions are expected to slow producer demand and cause prices to ease.

Sheepmeat

Supply is starting to pick up as dry conditions are pushing prices downwards into the seasonal decline.

Sugar

Rabobank’s 12-month price view has been revised lower to USc 14.5/lb by Q3 2018—the equivalent of AUD
420/tonne at the current exchange rate.

Cotton

After holding considerable clout up until June, the speculator squeeze has largely been cleared.

Wool

Record-low auction offerings in the season’s final weeks saw the EMI again rise above AUc 1,500/kg.

Wine

New World currency weakness is hindering Australian wine export returns.

Horticulture

Food retail sales improved in May, but consumers remain cautious.

Fertiliser

Below-average retail farmgate pricing will assist growers through this winter season.

FX

We remain sceptical of the sustainability of the recent rise in the AUD.

Oil

Oil prices trend downwards as global production grows, undermining OPEC’s commitment to production cuts.

It’s Looking Nasty
Australian rain deciles, June 2017
Substantial areas of Australia’s productive agricultural land have
experienced their driest June on record.
Limited rainfall of 5-15 mm reached Western Australia’s wheat
belt, but it was a case of ‘too little too late’ for some crops in the
north. Grain-growing areas through South Australia and Victoria
only received 1-5 mm while large parts of NSW and southern QLD
didn’t register any rain for June.
BOM’s three-month outlook paints a picture of continuing dry
conditions in the south-west of WA, Victoria and southern NSW.
High pressure across Southern Australia is driving drier-thanaverage conditions.

Source: BOM, Rabobank 2017

Since April, the threat of El Niño has been slowly decreasing. During
June, BOM’s ENSO outlook was reset to ‘inactive’ after being
raised to ‘watch’ in February. The threat was eased after trade winds
failed to reinforce warmer ocean temperatures in the far eastern
Pacific Ocean that were evident during February and March. Sea
temperatures have since cooled, decreasing the threat of El Niño.

What to watch
•

The horizon. Rain is required urgently across the country’s key grain-growing regions, mostly in WA, where some crops are starting
to die from lack of moisture.

El Niño Threat Eased
Chance of exceeding median rainfall,
July to September 2017

El Niño deemed inactive, IOD threat eased

The three-month outlook for the nation’s key grain-growing areas is
unfavourable, although the overall outlook has improved.

Although the threat of El Niño and IOD has eased, high
pressure is pushing cold fronts and moisture to the south of
Australia.

Source: BOM, Rabobank 2017

Source: BOM, Rabobank 2017

Wheat Markets Move
The global wheat market saw long-awaited movement in June. Despite no major disasters, a number
of production issues in several export markets have sparked price rallies.
All US wheat prices moved higher, with MGE HRS leading the way (up 34%) and widening the spread
over CBOT wheat (up 19%) and KCBT HRW (up 18%). CBOT and KCBT wheat both broke USc 500/bu
by the end of June, while MGE passed USc 760/bu as a result of the US lower protein winter crop and
reduced forecast production of the higher protein spring wheat crop across the US and Canada.
Rabobank forecasts CBOT wheat at USc 480/bu for Q4 2017, and firming into USc 510/bu for Q2
2018. Global wheat stocks are forecast to fall slightly in 2017/18, but still remain at very high levels
and maintaining a lid on price recovery.
Australian wheat values have followed US values higher, but mostly gained as expectations for new
harvest local supply have fallen. Yield downgrades for parts of the Western Australian, South
Australian and northern NSW cropping zones are being factored in and even areas with previously
excellent prospects such as the Riverina of NSW now face moisture deficits.
The ASX January milling contract touched 279 AUD/tonne during the month and finished at AUD
275/tonne—up 10% MOM. Local Australian canola prices sat flat around AUD 495/tonne during
June, not regaining the lost ground of May. Pressure on oilseed prices is likely to continue with good
prospects for global oilseeds and ample palm supplies.

Grains &
Oilseeds

What to Watch
•

Rainfall over next month. The arrival of rain over the coming weeks will make the
difference for 2017/18 production in large areas of the cropping zone.

•

Quality spreads. How the spread between MGE and KCBT wheat plays out over
coming weeks will coincide with in-season nitrogen application decisions for many.

Marking Time for Canola as Wheat Takes off
Australian wheat price, July 2016 - July 2017

Canola prices, July 2016 - July 2017
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The Season of Transition Begins
We now have a complete picture of farmgate milk prices across southern Australia for 2017/18.
The spread in the reported average opening prices is wide and dairy farmers will be keen to see
Murray Goulburn and Fonterra achieve the upper end of their respective full-year forecasts
(AUD 5.50/kgMS to AUD 5.80/kgMS) to ensure a season of profitability.
Australian milk production was down 2.8% in May, bringing YTD production to 8.4bn litres
(down 7.6%). Across the key production regions in Southern Australia, favourable autumn
conditions supported pasture growth and helped slow the loss of milk supply.
The first seasonal determinations available for North Victorian irrigators have been
announced. Determinations are mixed across the water systems, but early determinations will be
mostly welcomed by dairy farmers. Following the recent dry period, more rainfall will be needed
to generate inflows and increase water availability.
According to the latest seasonal outlook, the likelihood of El Niño developing in the coming
months is low. However, the outlook still suggests that July to September rainfall is likely to be
below average across key dairy regions.

What to watch

Dairy

•

Markets are watching with interest news of a heatwave in California and its likely impact on
milk production. California is the largest milk-producing state in the US and while the industry is
well accustomed to these events, excessive heatwaves can impact milk yields significantly.

•

The EU SMP stock situation still plagues protein markets. The European Commission is
positioning to sell more of its powder inventories through a social program on the open
market. A final decision on the structure of the program is expected in the coming weeks.

Global Markets Remain Well Balanced
Global dairy prices, 2013-2017
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Dry Conditions to Dampen Prices
If the forecast drier conditions for July to September for south-eastern Australia eventuate—
given that the market is being heavily driven by producers—a drop in producer demand and a
potential increase in cattle on the market will see prices ease over the coming months.
However, the current shortage of cattle will insulate the market from any large sudden drops,
and prices will continue to trade at high levels. The EYCI dipped through June finishing at AUD
6.21/kg cwt on 29 June.
May slaughter numbers picked up again after low numbers in April. Slaughter was 5% down
YOY for May at 682,400 head. In May 2016, slaughter numbers started to fall rapidly.
Meanwhile, drier conditions in 2017 are leading to expectations that slaughter numbers
may pick up and exceed numbers in 2H 2017.
Total beef exports for June are on par with 2016 levels, as we reach the point in the year where
2016 volumes started to decline. Total exports in June were 94,422 tonnes swt. Exports to Japan
and China continue to perform strongly, up 12% and 8% respectively for the year to June.
Exports to the US saw the first YOY increase in 22 months.
Live export numbers continue to reflect shortage in supply, with numbers for the year to May
being down 35%. Volumes to Indonesia, Malaysia and Philippines are down 21%, 73% and 83%
respectively.

What to watch

Beef

•

US imported 90CL prices have been increasing for 2017, and as a result the
margin to Australian cow prices has increased back over the five-year
average (Jun 2009 to Jun 2014, prior to the large increase in US prices in 2014).
Such favourable pricing from the US market will support processor buying
activity when suitable supplies become available.

Australian Prices Take a Dip while US Prices
Show Strength

Rise in US import prices drive improved margins for
Australian processors
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Breakaway Dropping Back to
the Peloton
After bridging the gap to the normal seasonal peak, prices dipped through June. Drier
conditions and the forecast for drier conditions over the next three months are taking
some of the shine off producer demand, and with a few more lambs and sheep coming
on to the market, prices look like they have commenced their seasonal decline into
spring. The ESTLI dipped below 2016 prices at the end of June: AUD 625/kg cwt at 28 June.
May sheep slaughter numbers showed the first YOY increase (increasing 2% YOY) in 12
months, reflecting the drier conditions. Large YOY increases were seen in NSW and QLD, at
respectively 42% and 83%. Lamb slaughter also increased 1% YOY for May. Lamb yardings
for the five months to June have seen a significant rise. On average they have been 15%
higher than 2016 numbers.
Lamb exports remain close to 2016 volumes, while mutton exports picked up 10% YOY in
June. Lamb exports to China dropped 10% after increasing for the last 9 months, and
mutton exports to China also declined in June, with 31%. The Chinese tend to consume
more sheepmeat during the cooler months, and this drop may reflect the normal seasonal
lows in demand.

What to watch

Sheepmeat

•

Chilled meat exports to China. On 30 June, it was announced that the first export
consignment of chilled meat had left New Zealand’s shores bound for China as
part of a six-month trail. Australia has had limited access to chilled sheepmeat
exports to China, but only 4 tonnes were sent in 2016/17. Development of New
Zealand chilled trade will be interesting to monitor.

Prices Take a Dip and Yardings Increase
Eastern States Trade Lamb Indicator, 2015-2017

Australian lamb yardings, 2015-2017
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Chocks Away for QLD Sugar Crush
Australian mills kicked off their 2017 harvest program in early June, with crushing
commencing across the east coast of Queensland. Crushing is still in its infancy at just over 5% of
forecast cane volume, and currently reaches down as far as Bundaberg. Opening season estimates
suggest a lower YOY cane crop of 34m tonnes. However, Rabobank holds a slightly more
optimistic approach. Assuming near-average yields, this translates into a forecast 35m tonnes of
raw sugar this season.
Aside from Cyclone Debbie, Australian conditions look promising. The QLD coast saw aboveaverage rainfall during the three-month lead-up to June—a favourable factor for both yield and
cane development. Looking ahead, the Bureau of Meteorology forecasts drier conditions in the
three months to August.
At sub USc 13/lb, the ICE #11 remains at 16-month lows at just above the Brazilian ethanol
parity. Similarly, prices are at their lowest since February 2016 in AUD terms—near AUD
400/tonne. Rabobank’s 12-month price view has been revised lower to USc 14.5/lb by Q3 2018—
the equivalent of AUD 420/tonne at the current exchange rate. While developments in Brazil could
provide short-term pressure, weather risks, particularly in Asia, may threaten the anticipated
2017/18 global surplus, therefore supporting the ICE #11 longer term. Read Rabobank’s latest
Sugar Quarterly Q2 2017: Like a Stone.

What to watch

Sugar

•

Brazil’s ethanol party is preventing prices from falling further than USc 13/lb. However,
the parity itself could be lowered if domestic gasoline prices are cut further and/or the
Brazilian real weakens against the US dollar. Energy market volatility and political turbulence
in Brazil suggest both of these are possible in the short term.

Sugar Prices Fall Like a Stone
ICE#11 sugar contract price, 2016-2017
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Lower Prices for Longer
ICE #2 Cotton futures continue on their downward trajectory, slumping into the high USc 60/lb
level as growing new crop acreage comes into focus. Spot cash prices now stand at AUD
515/bale for 2017, while 2018 bales dipped below AUD 500/bale. Rabobank holds a neutral view
on the ICE #2, at USc 68/lb by Q4 2017, with prices unlikely to head back to +70 without a
significant production upset. Strong basis continues to support 2017 prices above the 500 mark,
with the crop all-but-sold for export.
Interestingly, the 2018 crop is estimated to be nearly 40% sold so far—based on a 4m bale
production estimate—as growers took advantage of excellent 1H 2017 prices, near AUD 540/bale.
While the 2018 basis is currently quite weak, these heavy early-season sales could bring about
stronger basis later in the season. This would be a function of consumers looking to cover their offcycle import needs, only to find there’s less available 2018 cotton than expected.
Indian acreage is growing strongly in 2018, as high financial incentives and a favourable
monsoon are driving producer confidence. Forecast as a 0.8m ha increase in 2017/18, the pace of
Indian acreage could exceed expectations. The government currently reports YTD plantings up
30% YOY. While India is also a significant user of cotton, additional bales in 2018 would almost
certainly increase the volume of global cotton for export—and hence pressure prices.
Game over for speculators… for now. After holding considerable clout up until June, the
speculator squeeze has largely been cleared. Despite their current neutral position, there’s a real
possibility that speculators could hike their bearish bets and consequently drive prices lower—
especially if the season continues to be favourable for India, Pakistan, and the US.

What to watch

Cotton

•

•

Strong Australian new crop export figures. With US exports winding down and
the Australian 2017 crop all but sold, we expect a robust export programme to get
underway. Anything less could see nearby prices come under pressure.
Energy markets have weakened through June, with crude oil down 7% MOM.
Lower oil prices will likely lower the cost of synthetics, and hence the competitive
advantage of using chemical fibre over cotton.

Softer Cotton Prices for Longer
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ICE #2 Cotton futures are expected to soften, although, in
AUD terms, local prices should remain near AUD 520/bale

Buyers Scramble for The Finish Line
The wool market has again strengthened through June before dipping slightly at the start of July.
The Australian Eastern Market Indicator (EMI) was hovering above AUc 1,500/kg at the time of
writing, rebuilding after the demand lull in May. The Northern and Southern Indicators have both
picked up, gaining 1.5% and 2% respectively in the most recent week.
Low supply has held wool prices up this month. While a lower offering is typical at the conclusion
of the season, recent auctions have been exceptionally small. The 23,000 bales available between
Sydney and Melbourne in week 51 were AWEX’s smallest offering in over eight years. As some
growers are holding back clip until the new financial year, July’s early auctions should see a
dramatic correction of volume.
The South African winter recess saw global merino buyer interest focus solely on the Australian
market. Competition was fierce amongst buyers needing to secure wool for shipment. European
processors were essentially price takers for any remaining wool needed before their upcoming
summer holidays.
China’s imports of raw wool from Australia have grown 6% in the 2016/17 season to April. Wool
sourced from New Zealand, Uruguay, and the United Kingdom has fallen in the same period. This
disparity between coarse and fine producers reflects clothing being the dramatic exception to
China’s overall trend of decreasing export of wool products. Wool garment exports have boomed
144% higher YOY to April. The majority of growth is to emerging markets in Nigeria, Saudi Arabia,
India, and Taiwan.

What to watch

Wool

•

Changing flock dynamics. While high prices have returned profitability to the wool sector,
variable weather conditions may mean a difficult season ahead for maintaining consistent
supply. The next quarter is likely to be warmer and drier than average across the sheepgrowing regions. Any decrease to stocking rates or production per head will be favourable for
wool prices. Unfortunately, the benefits are only felt by those with wool to offer.

EMI Returns to Record Territory
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The Australian Eastern Market Indicator is again above AUc 1,500/kg through
June, but is expected to fall with higher wool supply in the new auction year.

New World Currency Weakness
Hinders Wine Export Returns
Notwithstanding its mini rally in recent months, the value of the Australian dollar has slipped
considerably against the US dollar since 2011. For casual market observers, this suggests that the
competitiveness of Australian wine exports has improved over the same period.
But against the currencies of a range of other wine exporters, the Australian dollar has actually
seen a rise in value since 2011, hindering our wine export returns as we compete against lower
cost competitors.
In particular, the Australian dollar has risen against the currencies of other important new world
wine exporters. Since 2011, the Australian dollar is up 2% against the Chilean peso, 14% against the
New Zealand dollar, 67% against the South African rand (the value of which has been slashed by
slower Chinese growth and falling confidence in its own government) and a whopping 165%
against the Argentine peso, which was finally left to devalue following the departure of the Kirchner
administration in late 2015.
Many other factors impact the competitiveness of wine exporters, but the Australian industry will be
hoping that countries like Argentina and South Africa get their houses in order and rebuild currency
strength in coming years to improve the playing field.

What to watch

Wine



New Zealand exports. While New Zealand wine exports continued to grow in May (up 20% in
volume terms YOY), a 9% reduction in the grape harvest in 2017 due to adverse weather will start
to reduce outgoing shipments (and competition for Australian wines) as the year progresses.

Competitiveness against Other Wine Exporters
Has Slipped
Index of AUD valued against the USD and against the currencies of major wine exporters
(weighted by volume of wine exports), 1997 – June 2017
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Heatwave in California Impacts
Nut Crops
A stifling heatwave through June has hit many agricultural producers in California. The
impact has been widespread, with early reports of a negative impact on citrus and nut crops.
The good news for California producers is that they now have good access to irrigation water
following good rains and an end to prolonged drought conditions.
Almondco’s new AUD 25m processing facility to service the almond industry in the Riverina
has officially been opened. The Riverina now represents 15% of Australia’s total plantings and is
expected to increase with the company having capacity to at least triple current production.
Costa Group has signed an agreement for the acquisition of the Lankester Avocado orchards
and packing operations in the Atherton region of Far North Queensland. The acquisition will
provide Costa with access to total plantings of 130 hectares across three farms with the season
running from February through to June. This is part of the company’s strategy to build avocados
into a vertically integrated core produce pillar.
Meanwhile, it has been reported that a deal has been struck for the sale of Australia’s biggest
avocado farm, Jasper Farms (in WA), to an undisclosed offshore buyer. Jasper Farms is
reportedly Australia’s biggest individual grower, producing up to 6,000 tonnes of Hass avocados
a year. In Australia, per capita consumption has tripled over the past 10 years to 3.5 kg.

What to watch

Horticulture



Australian consumer sentiment is doing OK. Australian retail sales data for May beat
expectations. According to the ABS, nominal retail sales jumped by 0.6% in seasonally adjusted
terms. Data shows cafes, restaurants and takeaway food sales (0.6%), and food retailing (0.1%)
both increased. However, consumers remain cautious with spending.

Food Retail Sales Improve, albeit Marginally
Food retail sales, % change from previous month, 2014-2017
(Seasonally adjusted)
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High levels of household debt and concerns about the economic outlook continue to weigh on
consumers. This is impacting consumer food spending and also impacting food service channels.

Bearish Market Outlook Remains
The period of low trading activity and low prices in global fertiliser markets continued
throughout June. The end of the buying season in the northern hemisphere, regional holidays,
and religious festivals accounted for the subdued activity, although ultimately the global
demand-supply balance is keeping prices low and relatively steady for the moment.
A bearish market view is consistent across the nutrient complex. Urea prices remained stable
throughout June and are expected to remain so in the near term. Phosphate buyers are
holding off purchases, anticipating weaker prices as new capacity comes online in Q4 2017.
Negotiations for the Chinese potash contract are taking longer than anticipated, with differing
price views between importers and producers stalling a settlement date.
With planting of the Australian winter crop complete, below-average retail farmgate pricing
will assist growers through this winter season. Variable rainfall and a dry three-month outlook
means limited in-season nitrogen applications to date.
During June, the pilot rollout of a new connectivity network called Connected Country was
announced for the nation’s farming regions. The new narrowband network will provide an
alternative to current communications and facilitate the use of a new host of devices and
technology in the farming system. The network will be rolled out nationally in 2018.

What to watch

Farm Inputs

•

Amazon’s acquisition of Whole Foods and with it the ability to directly access
consumer grocery data builds an interesting opportunity for data flow from the
consumer back up the chain to the producer, ultimately improving farmers’ ability to
make data-driven production decisions.

Ample Supply Keeping Prices down
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Drivers of local retail prices including global benchmarks, exchange rate,
and shipping rates are expected to remain favourable for end users.

Central Bankers Signal Tightening
In what appears like a coordinated initiative, in the closing days of June the central bankers
of the Eurozone, UK, and Canada all signalled that monetary policy tightening was likely
to become necessary before too long. With the US already lifting interest rates, markets
began to contemplate the potential of the end of a period of exceptionally cheap money.
While keen to act before any inflation genie is released from the bottle, central bankers will
need to approach any shift in monetary policy extremely carefully. Wages remain stagnant
in many countries, while declining productivity in the OECD and China makes it harder to
generate wage growth. Inflation is still falling short of targets in many regions. Meanwhile,
debt loads carried in many countries remain extremely high, meaning that rate hikes have
considerable potential to cause damage.
The AUD rose 2.8 cents against the Greenback in June, to close the month at 76.38 USc.,
before easing back to 76 USC on July 10th. The market appears to have interpreted the
hawkish tone of other central bankers as likely to bring the same from the Reserve Bank of
Australia (RBA), while the Fed Reserve has already laid its cards on the table.
We remain sceptical of the sustainability of the recent rise in the AUD, and look for it to
soften over the coming 12 months. We see lack of wage growth as impeding chances of an
RBA hike for some time, and still see downside risks for the Australian economy in the
potential for a Chinese slowdown and a fall in mineral prices. With our 12-month horizon
now rolling into June 2018, we see potential for one more US rate rise late in the period. We
look for the AUD to soften to around 72 USc by June 2018 as a result of these dynamics.

What to watch

FX

•

Wage growth. A more hawkish tone from many central banks is predicated mainly on the
expected arrival of inflationary pressure as their economies pick up and capacity utilisation
rises. But until real wage growth is evident, we are unlikely to see to much action in any
monetary policy tightening phase.

Australian Dollar up again
Australian/USD cross rate, July 2016 – July 2017
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Oil Facing a Global Glut
The oil market has suffered the largest 1H price fall in two decades. While the first half is
traditionally a period of price rises, 2017 has seen crude fall 20% since February with only brief
rallies. Brent crude is at USD 47.31/bbl at the time of writing, making small gains on June’s low
of USD 44.82/bbl.
Oil’s major players are left with few tools to increase prices as investors remain unmoved by
OPEC’s production cuts. With rising production in exempt nations Nigeria and Libya, and the
US shale resurgence now at 9.35m barrels per day, any OPEC reductions are being more than
offset by the global supply.
The Baltic Dry Index (BDI) has been under pressure for the most of June as the northern
hemisphere summer approaches. Shipping demand tapers with less demand for raw materials,
particularly those for construction as hot weather slows activity. There has been weakness in
hire rates for all BDI component ships, but an upturn later in the month stems from a longer
term pick-up in Panamax bookings and a regroup of Capesize rates.
Rates have improved dramatically compared to last year. Twelve-month and six-month rates
have hit highs of USD 12,650 and USD 14,000 per day respectively, doubling the USD 6,300 and
USD 7,000 daily for the same period in 2016. While these rates are encouraging, overcapacity
pressures loom with 142 new Panamaxes entering the fleet in 2017.
Wholesale diesel has decreased consistently for the month of June. The Sydney average
terminal gate diesel price sits at AUD 1.06/litre on June 29.

Oil &
Freight

What to watch
•

Political tensions are rising in a number of oil-producing nations, but this is not
pushing oil prices higher as would be expected. A faith in the ability of US shale to
meet any supply shortages is neutralising the impact, reducing the link between
political unrest and oil price premiums.

Oil & Freight Down With Oversupply
Baltic Dry Index, July 2016 – July 2017
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Agri Price Dashboard
As of 10/07/2017
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Grains & oilseeds
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Beef markets
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Dairy Markets
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Sheepmeat markets
Eastern States Trade Lamb
Indicator
North Island Lamb 17.5kg YX
South Island Lamb 17.5kg YX

Agri Price Dashboard
As of 10/07/2017
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Cotton markets
Cotlook A Index
ICE No.2 NY Futures (nearby
contract)
Sugar markets
ICE Sugar No.11
ICE Sugar No.11 (AUD)
Wool markets
Australian Eastern Market
Indicator
NZ Coarse Crossbred Indicator
NZ Fine Crossbred indicator
Fertiliser
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DAP
Potash
Other
Baltic Dry Index
Brent Crude Oil
Economics/currency
AUD
NZD
RBA Official Cash Rate
NZRB Official Cash Rate

Want to keep up-to-date with the
latest food & agribusiness insights?
Be sure to tune into our dedicated RaboResearch Food & Agribusiness Australia & New Zealand
podcast channel. Most Apple devices have the Podcasts app pre-installed—if not, you can find it
in the App Store. On Android devices, Stitcher and TuneIn Radio are popular podcast apps.

Here’s how to access our podcasts:

Podcasts

•

Simply search for “Rabobank” in your podcast app

•

Click on our food & agribusiness podcast channel

•

Hit subscribe!
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